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Abstract 
With the Internet's rapid development and intelligent terminal (mobile phone, 
PDA, iPad) is becoming more and more popular, the government need to build smart 
cities. Smart city is combined with the Internet, networking, telecommunications 
network, radio and television network, wireless broadband network network based, 
through to further promote the foundation construction and all kinds of information 
resources and application information system development and utilization, to the 
wisdom of the technology industry wisdom, the wisdom of humanity, intelligence 
services, management wisdom, the wisdom of life, such as is an important content of 
the city development of new models. Self office government compound as the first, the 
wisdom of the compound pilot. Is a real problem that urgent need to consider how to 
use WiFi network, provide some value-added highlights, collection and mining the 
useful information, management departments to provide decision-making data. 
The wisdom of the wireless Internet system and wisdom based on B / S mode of 
Internet enabled, the is the entrance of the PHP + MySQL model type platform. The 
unified entrance type Internet platform, hot specification, rational use of bandwidth, 
ensure network bandwidth monitoring and other pain points, and expand the unified 
entrance platform, so that it could be for the government's revenue construction. This 
system uses the web to wireless Internet authentication, and through the MySQL to 
store information data. Under the authority of the top-level design, the modular 
thinking, according to the Internet business needs, function realization, convenient 
flexible application of marketing system in the future. 
Through the realization of the wisdom of the wireless Internet system, in office 
government compound in the Internet portal unified management, solve the kangaroo 
WiFi hotspots, leads to all kinds of information security problems, and to solve the 
funding problems of the commercial mode of operation the wisdom of courtyard of 
social operation. 
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第一，需要整合多个 WiFi 路由器：智慧大院预计涵盖 4 个办公楼，3 个
食堂，若干个会议室。这些需要多个 AP 进行桥接，并将依据统一无线上网登
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